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VOGT Hammer - powerful and versatile

 � Optimal working position
 � Low weight - High impact power
 � Insulation and plaster removed quickly

The renovation profi on walls, ceilings and floors

Removal of coatings and fillers 

Uncover brickwork and sealing joints 

Renovation of concrete and sandstone walls 

Digging and compaction work in the base area 

Removal of mortar residues and formwork joints 

Removal of thermal insulation composite systems

Removal of all floor coverings and adhesive residues 

Removal of interior, exterior and decorative plasters 

Compaction during construction of rammed clay walls 
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Removing insulation

Removing ceiling plaster

Removing external plaster

Removing wall tiles

Loosening of floor tiles

Opening joints

Quick tool change

Gentle on the subsoil

Large selection of tools

Ergonomic, upright working posture

Effective work due to high impact force

2 years warranty on device and tool - made in Germany

Low air consumption enables 230 volt compressors to be used

Fatigue-free working due to low weight and vibration damping

Renovator, painter, plasterer Basic-SetThe advantages



- Instandhaltung
- Reinigung
- Untergrund-

vorbereitung
Tel. 09281/840030

SCHWAN

»Schimmel- und
Schadstoffsanierung
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Scrapping of CV, linoleum and cork floors

Loosening and cutting of elastic coverings

Ideal for thin, fully bonded design coverings

Scrapping of PUR and synthetic resin coatings

Residue-free removal of carpet and foam backing

Removal of floor tiles, levelling and filling compounds

Removal of PUR / MS bonded parquet and laminate floors

Breaking of screed in combination and on separating layer

VOGT Hammer - The Multistripper

 � Special tools for parquet removal
 � Dissolves and cuts elastic coverings
 � Removal of all types of floor coverings

Simple solution for difficult surfaces
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Remove parquetPush off floor tiles

Loosen soft coverings

Remove carpet

Stripping off glued parquet

Quick tool change

Gentle on the subsoil

Large selection of tools

Ergonomic, upright working posture

Effective work due to high impact force

2 years warranty on device and tool - made in Germany

Low air consumption enables 230 volt compressors to be used

Fatigue-free working due to low weight and vibration damping

Remove linoleum

Floorers Basic-SetThe advantages



 Broaching bituminous joints   

Loosening of baked roof gravel   

Removal of multi-layer roofing membranes

Scrapping of PUR and synthetic resin coatings

Removal of floor tiles, levelling and filling compounds      

Pre-cutting of bitumen sheets up to 25 mm thickness

Scraping of fully bonded bitumen sheets and insulations      

Breaking of screed in combination and on separating layer   

Dismantling of bitumen, sheet metal, wood and insulation on the attics   

VOGT Hammer - powerful and versatile

 � Remove Insulation quickly
 � Layers Lifting by using the lever force
 � Dissolves firmly bonded welding webs

Lever-tight solution for roof and balcony

Customer references
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Remove coatings

Cut open and strip

Precise work

Pre-cut bituminous sheeting

Loosen seals

Remove bitumen

Quick tool change

Gentle on the subsoil

Large selection of tools

Ergonomic, upright working posture

Effective work due to high impact force

2 years warranty on device and tool - made in Germany

Low air consumption enables 230 volt compressors to be used

Fatigue-free working due to low weight and vibration damping

Roofer Basic-SetThe advantages
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Putz 

Fliesen

Dämmung
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Rückbau 

Sanierung 
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Bitumen

Flachdach 

Abdichtungen
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Industrie

Reinigung
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Parkett 

Bodenbeläge
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Tief-, Kanal- und  

Rohrleitungsbau

VOGT Baugeräte GmbH
Industriestraße 39
D-95466 Weidenberg
   +49(0)92 78-774 33-0
   +49(0)92 78-774 33-11
info@vogt-tec.de
www.vogt-tec.de
www.vogt-tec24.de
    facebook.com/vogtbaugeraete
    youtube.com/vogtbaugeraete Su
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Over 120 tools enable a wide range of versatility for the most diverse applications

Scraping Cutting

Break open Lay off joints

Scabbling Digging

Pile drivingCompacting

Further info brochures

Demolition
Restoration

Tiles 
Plaster

Insulation

Industry 
Cleaning

Underground,-
drain- pipeline
construction

Parquet
Floor coverings

Bitumen
Flat roof
Sealings
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Bitumen

Flat roof

Sealings
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Cleaning
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Parquet

Floor coverings
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Underground,-

drain- pipeline

construction

Landscaping
Aeration and

injection technique
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Landscaping

Ventilation and

injection technique


